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Abstract

Visual Question Answering (VQA) models are
prone to learn the shortcut solution formed by
dataset biases rather than the intended solution.
To evaluate the VQA models’ reasoning abil-
ity beyond shortcut learning, the VQA-CP v2
dataset introduces an answer distribution shift
between the training and test set given a ques-
tion type. In this way, the model cannot use
the training set shortcut to perform well on the
test set. However, VQA-CP v2 only consid-
ers one type of shortcut (from question type
to answer) and thus still cannot guarantee that
the model relies on the intended solution rather
than a solution specific to this shortcut. To over-
come this limitation, we propose a new dataset
that considers varying types of shortcuts by con-
structing different distribution shifts in multiple
OOD test sets. In addition, we overcome three
troubling practices in the use of VQA-CP v2,
e.g., selecting models using OOD test sets, and
further standardize OOD evaluation procedure.
Our benchmark provides a more rigorous and
comprehensive testbed for shortcut learning in
VQA. We benchmark recent methods and find
that methods specifically designed for particu-
lar shortcuts fail to simultaneously generalize
to our varying OOD test sets. We also system-
atically study the varying shortcuts and provide
several valuable findings, which may promote
the exploration of shortcut learning in VQA.1

1 Introduction

Visual Question Answering (VQA) (Antol et al.,
2015) is a multi-modal task, involving the com-
prehension and reasoning on vision and language.
Despite the remarkable performance on many VQA
datasets such as VQA v2 (Goyal et al., 2017), VQA
models have been criticized for their tendency to
depend on the biases in training set. That is, they

∗Corresponding author: Zheng Lin.
1Joint work with Pattern Recognition Center, WeChat AI,

Tencent Inc, China. The code and data are available at https:
//github.com/PhoebusSi/VQA-VS.

Figure 1: (a) The acc improvement of LMH over its
backbone model UpDn on nine OOD test sets. (The
acronyms, like QT, are defined in Sec. 3.2 ) (b) Solutions
possibly learnd by models.

tend to directly output the answer according to
question type (shortcut solutions) without actual
reasoning (Kervadec et al., 2021) (intended solu-
tion) (Agrawal et al., 2018, 2016; Manjunatha et al.,
2019). This widely studied language priors prob-
lem is a typical symptom of Shortcut Learning
(Geirhos et al., 2020) (App. A.1). In spite of such
defect, the models can still reach artificially excel-
lent performance on VQA v2 whose test distribu-
tion is the same as the training distribution, i.e.,
under the in-distribution (IID) setting.

To address this problem, VQA-CP v2 (Agrawal
et al., 2018) was constructed by re-organizing VQA
v2 dataset such that answer distributions of the
same question type are different between the train-
ing set and the test set, i.e., under the OOD setting.
VQA-CP v2 can make the shortcut (from the ques-
tion type to the answer) in the training set invalid in
the test set and it has become a widely-used OOD
benchmark in VQA community. With models’ per-
formance on VQA-CP v2 continually improving, it
seems that existing methods (Clark et al., 2019; Si
et al., 2021; Gokhale et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2021)
have been able to overcome the shortcut learning
problem. However, through analyzing VQA-CP v2
and existing methods, we point out that there are
two aspects needed to be improved:

First, VQA-CP v2 introduces only one specific
type of controlled distribution shift, and thus its
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OOD setting can only evaluate the model’s rea-
soning ability beyond one specific shortcut rather
than the intended solution. As shown in Fig. 1(a),
despite performing well on VQA-CP v2, the debi-
asing method LMH (Clark et al., 2019), can only
boost its backbone model UpDn on few certain
OOD test sets while fails to generalize to other
OOD sets. This shows VQA-CP v2 cannot identify
whether the models rely on other types of short-
cuts (e.g., correlations between visual objects and
answers). Therefore, as shown in Fig. 1(b), more
OOD test sets are needed to measure the reliance
of the model on different types of shortcuts. As the
performance on more OOD test sets is improved
simultaneously, the more confidently can the model
be deemed to have learned the intended solution.
Moreover, some studies (Kervadec et al., 2021;
Dancette et al., 2021) demonstrate that abundant
shortcuts in data are derived from the real-world
stereotypes, e.g., the sky is blue. Thus, to establish
a reliable diagnostic for VQA models, construct-
ing a new benchmark with multiple OOD test sets
corresponding to varying types of shortcuts is an
urgent need.

Second, three troubling practices (Teney et al.,
2020b) exist in the experimental setup and the de-
sign of existing methods: 1) The training and the
test distribution of VQA-CP v2 are almost inverse
against each other, and this known construction of
the OOD setting can be easily exploited to achieve
good performance; 2) using the OOD test set for
model selection; 3) IID performance is evaluated
after retraining. These practices do not conform
with the real-world OOD scenarios, and thus mak-
ing the evaluated OOD performance unreliable.

To alleviate the single-shortcut limitation and
overcome three above-mentioned issues, we con-
struct and publicly release a new VQA benchmark
considering Varying Shortcuts (Sec. 3.2), named
VQA-VS, and further standardize the OOD test-
ing procedure (Sec. 2.2). In particular, we se-
lect varying shortcuts including language-based,
visual-based and multi-modality ones, which aims
at covering different types of superficial correla-
tions. For each selected shortcut, we propose a
method based on mutual information to select the
shortcut-specific concepts. Then we utilize the con-
cepts to group samples, and further introduce nine
distribution shifts, based on a Shannon entropy
method, to construct nine OOD test sets according
to varying shortcuts. Besides, our benchmark also

presents an IID validation set and an IID test set
for evaluating the IID performance.

We benchmark a series of state-of-the-art models
on VQA-VS, and find that it may provide more re-
liable evaluation of the reasoning ability compared
to existing benchmarks. Moreover, adequate exper-
iments are conducted to present the first systematic
study on multiple shortcuts, which may promote
the development of shortcut learning in VQA.

2 Motivation

2.1 A Causal Perspective
Schölkopf et al. (2021) describe the notion of OOD
generalization as the empirical risk minimization
for different interventions on one or several causal
variables. Inspired by them, we formalize the OOD
testing task for VQA and explain the motivation of
the proposed benchmark from a causal perspective.

We can access to a training data from a distri-
bution P ((V,Q), A) and VQA task is to minimize
the empirical risk:

R̂P ((V,Q),A)(f) = EP ((V,Q),A)[loss(f(V,Q), A)]
(1)

where f is the predictor, i.e., the model predicting
answers A from the given image-question pairs,
(V,Q), and loss is the loss function for model
training. EP ((V,Q),A) denotes the empirical mean
obtained from the samples drawn from the training
distribution P ((V,Q), A). We aim at finding the
optimal predictor f∗ in a hypothesis space H:

f∗ = argmin
f∈H

R̂P ((V,Q),A)(f) (2)

The existing OOD benchmarks2 for VQA, e.g.,
VQA-CP v2, evaluate the robustness of models
by the small expected risk for a single different
distribution P ′((V,Q), A):

ROOD
P ′((V,Q),A)(f) = EP ′((V,Q),A)[loss(f(V,Q), A)]

(3)
How different the test distribution P ′ is from the
training distribution P determines the gap between
R̂P ((V,Q),A)(f) and ROOD

P ′((V,Q),A)(f). Under the
IID settings, the test distribution is the same as
training distribution, i.e., P = P ′.

The novel test distribution P ′ can be restricted
to the result of a collection of distribution shifts,
which are introduced by the interventions on one
or several causal variables in the causal graph g of

2Related works are discussed in App. A.2.
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VQA. We denote by Pg all the possible interven-
tional distributions over the whole causal graph g,
including the unknown and observed causal vari-
ables. To stay robust against distribution shifts on
possible causal variables, we focus on the overall
OOD risk (instead of the worst case OOD risk):

ROOD
Pg

(f) =
∑

P ′∈Pg

EP ′((V,Q),A)[loss(f(V,Q), A)]

(4)
In practice, to achieve better estimation of the

true OOD risk, we should specify an available
(observed) subset of interventional distributions
ε ⊂ Pg, where ε should coincide with Pg (Arjovsky
et al., 2019; David et al., 2010), for a robust predic-
tor by solving:

f∗ = argmin
f∈H

∑

P ′∈ε
EP ′((V,Q),A)[loss(f(V,Q), A)]

(5)

2.2 Overcoming Current OOD Testing Issues

VQA-VS aims to further correct three troubling
issues (Teney et al., 2020b) in the use of VQA-CP
v23 and the design of debiasing methods (see App.
A.3 for details), and standardize the OOD testing
paradigm.

Issue 1: In VQA-CP v2, the answer distributions
under the same question type are almost inverse
between training and testing. This known construc-
tion of the OOD splits in VQA-CP v2 is easily
exploited by existing debiasing methods. For ex-
ample, they answer mostly "yes" when the frequent
training answer is "no". To achieve this, the de-
biasing SoTAs (Liang et al., 2021; Cadene et al.,
2019) prevent models from learning the frequent
training samples. Some ones (Clark et al., 2019; Si
et al., 2021) even purposely use the annotation of
question type. These dataset-specific solutions are
unlikely to generalize to other datasets which do
not have this character. Unlike the handcrafted in-
verse training/test distributions in VQA-CP v2, we
follow Kervadec et al. and select the rare VQA sam-
ples as OOD samples. This construction procedure
does not artificially change the training distribution
in order to remain its natural tendencies, and thus
it is hard to be exploited by the debiasing methods.

Issue 2: Nearly all methods directly use the test
set for model selection due to the lack of val sets,
which does not concur with the best practice of

3We build up a collection of the debiasing methods de-
signed for VQA-CP v2 and their main issues. (see Tab. 5)

Figure 2: The splitting of our dataset.

machine learning. Kervadec et al. noticed this
issue and presented a dataset GQA-OOD with an
OOD val set. However, in real-world applications,
the information about the OOD distribution should
also be unavailable until we evaluate the model.
Therefore, this paper argues that using IID val set
for model selection is a demand in the standard
OOD testing procedure (discussed in Sec. 5.3).

Issue 3: Existing works usually retrain their
models on the VQA v2 dataset to evaluate the IID
performance (refer to App. A.4 for reasons). This
leads to two problems: (i) Training a model for
each distribution separately is not in line with the
realistic scenarios. (ii) Ideally, a robust VQA sys-
tem which learns the intended solution will exhibit
minor difference between the performance on the
IID and OOD test sets. Therefore, the difference
between IID and OOD accuracy is a suitable metric
(Chen et al., 2020; Gokhale et al., 2020; Si et al.,
2021). However, directly comparing the OOD per-
formance evaluated on the VQA-CP v2 and the IID
performance evaluated on the VQA v2 is not fairly
because the training sets are different. This hinders
the reliability of this metric. To alleviate this issue,
VQA-VS includes both an IID test set and OOD
test sets, which makes it possible to directly com-
pare the same model’s IID and OOD performance
based on the identical training set.

3 Dataset Construction

3.1 Merging and Splitting Data

Fig. 2 shows how we split our dataset. First of all,
we merge the samples from the train and val sets
of VQA v2 dataset together (the largest square).
Formally, the whole VQA dataset can be notated as
D = {V,Q,A}, where V , Q and A are the ques-
tions, images and answers. Then, 70% and 5% of
the samples are randomly sampled from the merged
data D and constitute the training set Dtr and vali-
dation set Dval of our benchmark (Dtr∩Dval = ∅).
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Finally, the rest 25% samples constitute the IID test
set DIID

te . This sampling process ensures that the
samples of validation and test sets follow the same
training distribution (see App. B.1).

3.2 Selection of Shortcuts

Kervadec et al.; Dancette et al. demonstrate that
the shortcuts in data are derived from the multifar-
ious real-world stereotypes. The single shortcut
introduced in VQA-CP v2 is far from covering the
abundant shortcuts in the real world. Considering
the important elements from the question, image
and cross modalities, we derive the language-based,
visual-based and multi-modality shortcuts respec-
tively to cover as many shortcuts as possible. These
elements are Question Type (QT), Keyword (KW),
Keyword Pair (KWP), Composite of Question Type
and Keyword (QT+KW), Key Object (KO), Key
Object Pair (KOP), Composite of Question Type
and Key Object (QT+KO), Composite of Keyword
and Key Object (KW+KO) as well as Compos-
ite of Question Type, Keyword and Key Object
(QT+KW+KO). These elements are very likely to
form a superficial correlation with the answer and
result in diverse and all-around shortcuts. Next we
introduce the selected shortcuts in detail4.

QT, KW, KWP and QT+KW are the language-
based shortcuts. QT shortcut is the main cause of
the language prior phenomenon, which focuses on
the correlation between the question type and the
answer (e.g, the answer "tennis" is always right
for the question with the type "what sport" ). In
addition to the question type, some keywords or
word pairs in the rest part of the question sentence
may also have a superficial connection with the an-
swer. For example, the word "grass" has a frequent
co-occurrence with the answer "green". Therefore,
we choose the KW, KWP shortcuts. Besides, QT
shortcut alone is too coarse-grained: though an-
swer "black" or "white" is correct for most "what
color" questions, in some special cases, we may
have a different answer due to the influence of the
keyword (e.g., the keyword "banana" leads to the
answer "yellow"). Thus we take QT+KW shortcuts
into account as well.

KO and KOP are the visual-based shortcuts.
Compared to KW and KWP which consider key-
words, KO and KOP consider the co-occurrence
between some visual features and the answer, e.g.,

4For simplicity, we name the shortcuts from question type
(QT) to answer as QT shortcuts.

Figure 3: Examples from our dataset. Each sample is
labeled with nine shortcut-specific concepts.

the object "grass" in the image rather than the word
"grass" in the question.

QT+KO, KW+KO and QT+KW+KO are the
multi-modality shortcuts which involve both lan-
guage and visual information. For example, the
answer "tennis" is always right when the question
type "what sport is" co-occurs with an image with
the object "racket". With the increasing concern for
shortcut learning in the multi-modal task (Geirhos
et al., 2020; D’Amour et al., 2020; Dancette et al.,
2021), we combine different textual elements, QT,
KW and QT+KW, with KO respectively to explore
the QT+KO, KW+KO and QT+KW+KO shortcuts
under the multi-modal circumstances.

3.3 Selection of Shortcut-specific Concepts
To simulate the distribution for nine shortcuts, we
label each sample with nine shortcut-specific con-
cepts based on mutual information. A concept can
be viewed as an instance of the corresponding short-
cut and represents the most salient information that
is likely to be associated with the answer. For ex-
ample, given a sample with the question "What
color is the banana?", "what color" is the concept
selected for the QT shortcut, and "banana" is the
concept selected for the KW shortcut. Fig. 3 shows
examples with nine shortcut-specific concepts (see
App. B.2 for more examples). In the following, we
elaborate the process of determining the sample’s
specific concept of each shortcut.

QT: We use the question types (i.e., 65 question
prefixes in the annotation of original VQA datasets)
as the QT concepts.

KW: Given a sample (v, q, a), (where v ∈ V ,
q ∈ Q and a ∈ A), we utilize the mutual informa-
tion to measure the mutual dependence between
the answer a and each token w ∈ q in the question
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sentence (which excludes the question type part).
The mutual information of the word5 w and the
answer a is:

MI(w, a) = log
f(w, a)

f(w) ∗ f(a)/K (6)

where f(w), f(a) and f(w, a) respectively repre-
sent the total numbers of samples in which w, a and
their co-occurrence occur. K is the total number of
samples in the dataset. Richer mutual information
means stronger correlation between the word and
the answer. We choose the word with the highest
value of mutual information as the KW concept for
this sample. As shown in Fig. 3, we can always
find the the most relevant keyword to the answer in
the question.

KWP: We choose two words with the top two
mutual information as the KWP concept6 for a
given sample. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the KWP
concept "material + wall" may bias the model to
output the frequent material of wall directly.

QT+KW: We put the QT and KW concepts to-
gether in a sequence to obtain the QT+KW concept
for the given VQA sample.

KO/KOP/QT+KO concepts can be determined
in a way similar to KW/KWP/QT+KW (see App.
B.3 for details).

KW+KO: KW+KO concept for each sample is
obtained by combining its KW and KO concepts.

QT+KW+KO: Given a sample, we put its
QT, KW and KO together in a sequence as the
QT+KW+KO concept. Refer to Fig. 3(b), the
QT+KW+KO might bias the model to the most
frequent material type of chair while the question
intends to focus on the material type of wall.

After labeling all samples, we have nine
concept sets [{Cn

QT }
NQT

n=1 , {Cn
KW }NKW

n=1 , ···,

{Cn
QT+KW+KO}

NQT+KW+KO

n=1 ] where NKW is
the number of all unique KW concepts.

3.4 Construction of OOD Test Sets

Kervadec et al. experimentally validates that the
rare VQA samples are OOD samples and they
are more suited to evaluate the reasoning abili-
ties. For each shortcut, we follow their procedure
(i.e., the following 3 steps) to find the rare samples
to construct the corresponding OOD test set. We

5A word w that appears multiple times in the question of a
sample is not counted repeatedly.

6KWP concept is sequence-dependent (i.e., the same two
words with different sequences represent different concepts).

first group the samples according to their shortcut-
specific concepts, and then select the samples from
the tail part of the most imbalanced groups as OOD
samples.

Grouping samples. As shown in Fig. 2, we
produce nine copies of the IID test set in VQA-VS.
Each copy corresponds to a shortcut, and we divide
all the IID samples (for each copy) into groups
according to the shortcut concepts. For example,
the samples with the same keyword (e.g., Cn

KW )
are put together, and thus we have NKW groups for
KW shortcut ,i.e., {Gn

KW }NKW
n=1 . The number of

groups of different shortcuts varies, and the detailed
group statistics are shown in Tab. 1.

Measuring group imbalance.7 We measure the
imbalanced degree of a group based on the Shan-
non entropy and select the most imbalanced groups.
The lower the entropy of an answer distribution,
the more imbalanced the group. We compute the
entropy of the nth group for KW shortcut as:

e(Gn
KW ) = −

M∑

m=0

p(am)logp(am) (7)

where p(am) is the proportion of the samples with
answer am in the group. M denotes the number
of answer classes. Because the entropy is highly
dependent on the number of classes of answers,
we normalize the entropy through ê(Gn

KW ) =
e(Gn

KW )

log(M) . The normalized entropy denotes how
close the answer distribution of the group is to the
same-dimension uniform distribution, whose en-
tropy is log(M). Following Kervadec et al. (2021),
we determine a group as imbalanced if its normal-
ized entropy is lower than 0.9.

Selection of OOD samples. Given an imbal-
anced group, samples with the rarest answer classes
in the group are considered as OOD samples, and
will be assigned to the tail split while the other
samples are assigned to the head split. Empiri-
cally, we determine an answer class as rare if its
number of samples is smaller than 1.2 times the
average number of samples of all answer classes.
We merge the tail splits 8 of all imbalanced groups
as the final OOD test set for each shortcut, i.e.,
DOOD

te = {DQT
te , DKW

te , ...}.

7We discuss the relationship between the existence of short-
cut and the imbalanced nature of dataset in App. B.4.

8The head splits are excluded from VQA-VS, but they are
considered in the experiments to explore shortcut learning.
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Training #Samples Val #Samples IID Test #Samples
461,124 32,723 164,264

Training Test #Groups Test #Samples
shortcuts #Groups all imbalanced head tail (OOD)

QT 65 65 52 123,450 23816
KW 16,932 11,369 1,651 92,139 27,730

KWP 119,900 61,737 2,137 37,907 14,358
QT+KW 61,020 35,836 2,200 49,285 17,630

KO 81 81 79 125,306 38,423
KOP 3,995 3,285 962 107,275 42,806

QT+KO 4,992 4,721 2,003 93,209 27,484
KW+KO 101,042 53,387 3,257 50,179 17,447

QT+KW+KO 183,683 86,324 2,521 25,708 9,249

Table 1: Data statistics of VQA-VS (bold) and nine
shortcuts.

Figure 4: Left: Comparison between the answer distribu-
tions of training set and OOD test set. Right: Different
OOD answer proportions for varying groups.

4 Dataset Analysis

Statistics. Tab. 1 shows the data statistics of
VQA-VS, and the group and sample statistics for
each shortcut. The total numbers of groups vary sig-
nificantly among different shortcuts (65 ~183683).

Visualization of Answers’ Distribution. Fig. 4
(left) shows that the answers’ distribution under
the same concept of the training and OOD test set
are significantly different. Fig. 4 (right) shows
the process of selecting OOD samples, and we can
always dynamically select the tail samples out with
an appropriate proportion according to different
distribution. See App. B.5 for more examples.

Relevance of Shortcuts. The samples of head
splits, which are frequent and dominating the
model training (Goyal et al., 2017), are the main
cause of the shortcuts in training data. Therefore,
we use the relevance of two shortcuts’ head splits
in training set to analyze the relevance of two short-
cuts. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the Jaccard Simliarity
Coefficient between QT and KO shortcuts is obvi-
ously higher. A possible explanation is that there
is a strong correlation between question types and
key-object types. For example, the question type
"who is" and key-object type "person" co-occur

Figure 5: (a) The Jaccard Similarity Coefficients be-
tween all head splits of the training set. The higher the
value, the closer the two types of shortcuts. (b) The co-
incidence ratios between all OOD test sets. The square
with coordinate (KO, QT) denotes that the proportion
of the duplicate samples between KO and QT in the QT
OOD test set.

frequently. Moreover, the KOP shortcut is closely
relevant with KO because the shortcut concepts of
KOP are involved with KO concepts. Consequently,
QT is highly relevant with KOP. The relevance ex-
tends to some of the other shortcuts in the same
way, which can explain the light pink squares of Fig.
5(a). Differently, the coarse-grained QT and the
fine-grained QT+KW have a low relevance even
though the concepts of QT+KW include the QT
concepts. This shows the necessity of introducing
more fine-grained shortcuts which focus on a large
number of concepts.

Overlaps Between OOD Test Sets. Intuitively,
if two OOD test sets share too many samples, there
is no need to separately evaluate the model on the
two OOD test sets. To rule out this possibility and
valid the necessity of nine OOD test sets, we count
the numbers of duplicate samples between all OOD
test sets and compute corresponding coincidence
rates. From Fig. 5(b), we find that the coincidence
ratios between most OOD test sets are low. Al-
though (KO, QT) has a high coincidence rate 0.79,
the coincidence rate of (QT, KO) is much lower,
0.49, which shows the KO has a different emphasis
compared with QT.

5 Experiments and Analysis

5.1 Baselines and Experimental Settings

The models we evaluate are as follows : S-MRL
(Cadene et al., 2019), UpDn and BAN (Kim et al.,
2018) are base VQA models without any debiasing
design; RUBi (Cadene et al., 2019), LPF (Liang
et al., 2021) and LMH (Clark et al., 2019) are
the SoTA debiasing methods which prevent from
learning the frequent samples contain; SSL (Zhu
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VQA-VS OOD Test Sets
IID Test Set VQA-CP v2 VQA v2Language-based Visual-based multi-modality

Model QT KW KWP QT+KW KO KOP QT+KO KW+KO QT+KW+KO mean

S-MRL 27.33 39.80 53.03 51.96 27.74 35.55 42.17 50.79 55.47 42.65 62.03 37.23 63.08
UpDn 32.43 45.10 56.06 55.29 33.39 41.31 46.45 54.29 56.92 46.80 65.20 41.57 65.32
+LMH 33.36 43.97 54.76 53.23 33.72 41.39 46.15 51.14 54.97 45.85 56.89 52.01 56.35
+LMH-L 31.42 45.23 56.57 56.10 32.19 39.96 45.37 54.39 57.37 46.51 64.01 47.12 62.95
+LMH-V 31.77 44.35 55.62 54.96 33.12 40.74 46.17 53.80 56.87 46.38 64.67 40.69 64.51
+SSL 31.41 43.97 54.74 53.81 32.45 40.41 45.53 52.89 55.42 45.62 64.81 57.59 63.73

BAN 33.75 46.64 58.36 57.11 34.56 42.45 47.92 56.26 59.77 48.53 66.32 39.73 65.56
LXMERT 36.46 51.95 64.17 63.22 37.69 46.40 53.54 62.46 67.44 53.70 72.21 47.19 71.01

Table 2: Comparison of our benchmark and VQA-CP v2. The results are computed over four seeds.

et al., 2020) uses an auxiliary task to balance the
training data; LXMERT (Tan and Bansal, 2019)
is a representative BERT-like pre-trained model.
To cover more shortcuts, we develop two variants
of LMH, i.e., LMH-L and LMH-V. The variants
aim to overcome the dependency on the biases in
language-branch-only (similar to RUBi and LPF)
and visual-branch-only data, respectively, while
that of LMH in question type. Considering issue
2, we evaluate models selected by IID val set on
VQA-VS, and evaluate models selected by OOD
test set on VQA-CP v2 due to the absence of the
val set. More baseline and experimental details can
be seen in App. C.

5.2 Main Results

Comparison of VQA-VS and VQA-CP v2.
VQA-CP v2 is similar to the QT OOD test set
of our benchmark because they both use the ques-
tion types as shortcut-specific concepts to shift the
distribution. From Tab. 2, we find that the per-
formance of models lags dramatically on the QT
OOD test set compared with that on the VQA-CP
v2, while their IID performance on both datasets is
similar. This shows that our OOD configurations
are more difficult than that of the VQA-CP v2. Es-
pecially, LMH, LMH-L and SSL outperform their
backbone UpDn significantly on VQA-CP v2, but
they do not work on our OOD test sets. This is
because their remarkable performance on VQA-CP
v2 relies on the known construction of VQA-CP
v2’s OOD splits (issue 1) which is not applicable
to VQA-VS. Besides, SSL even fails to improve
UpDn on VQA-VS, which is because that SSL ben-
efits from using OOD test set for model selection
(issue 2, as shown in Tab. 4).

Performance on VQA-VS. Due to the settlement
of issue 3, the metric (i.e., the difference between
IID and OOD accuracy) is suitable for our bench-
mark. From Tab. 2, we find that the accuracy of

models on IID test set outperforms that on all OOD
test sets with a large margin (6.46 ∼ 31.82). This
shows that all of the nine shortcuts are learned by
models from the training data and implies that lan-
guage prior is not the only shortcut. Besides, LMH
and its variants fail to generalize to all OOD test
sets simultaneously. LMH outperforms its back-
bone UpDn on QT and KO sets while LMH-L out-
performs UpDn on the OOD sets involved with
keyword concepts, e.g., KW, KWP and so on. By
contrast, LMH-V fails to work on any of the OOD
test sets (including visual-based ones) on VQA-VS
and VQA-CP v2. This is because that the LMH-
V captures the visual biases from visual features
directly. Such shortcuts are different from the short-
cuts of the annotated object types. To sum up, the
ensemble-based methods are fragile and relying on
careful designs of the biased feature, which is a
shortcut-eliminated solution.

Better cross-modality representations con-
tribute to overcoming varying shortcuts. Exist-
ing debiasing methods trigger a trade-off between
overcoming language priors and answering ques-
tions, i.e., improving OOD performance with an
IID performance drop (right parts of Tab. 2 and 3).
This is because they are designed carefully for us-
ing the known OOD construction, which hurts the
cross-modality representations. Recent researchers
are inspired by VQA-CP v2 to work in such direc-
tion which is against the true robustness. On VQA-
VS, as expected, LXMERT outperforms other base
models with an impressive margin, because it is
pre-trained from large-scale cross-modal data and
thus can encode the texts and images into much bet-
ter representations. It even performs better than the
UpDn-based debiasing models on all OOD test sets
of VQA-VS. Interestingly, we witness the opposite
results on VQA-CP v2. This can be explained by
the fact that, on VQA-VS, such dataset-specific
methods relying on the known shortcut types no
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VQA-VS VQA- VQA
QT KW mean IID CP v2 v2

S-MRL 27.33 39.80 42.65 62.03 37.23 63.08
+RUBi 21.79 36.32 38.73 59.09 48.08 61.10

UpDn 32.43 45.1 46.80 65.20 41.57 65.32
+LPF-5 28.51 41.82 43.31 54.72 55.67 53.84
+LPF-1 29.92 43.07 45.03 62.73 52.07 62.76
+LMH 33.36 43.97 45.85 56.89 52.01 56.35

Table 3: Performance of SoTA debiasing methods.

Figure 6: The relations between the imbalanced degree
of training data for each shortcut and the performance
(over four seeds) on the corresponding OOD test set.

longer have advantages, because the common rules
under multiple shortcuts are hard to be extracted.

Preventing from learning the frequent samples
may hurt the reasoning ability. The SoTA de-
biasing methods prevent models from learning the
frequent samples that contain the language biases.
As shown in Tab. 3, it is unexpected for them to
have a remarkable decline over their backbones
on our IID and OOD test sets (even on QT and
KW shortcut) as they are designed for overcom-
ing the language biases. For further analysis, we
evaluate two LPF models with different gammas,
LPF-1 and LPF-5. Gamma is a hyper-parameter
that controls how much to prevent learning from
the frequent samples (refer to their performance on
VQA-CP v2 and VQA v2). As expected, the IID
performance of LPF-5 lags behind LPF-1 on VQA-
VS. However, LPF-5 also underperforms LPF-1 on
our OOD test sets, though LPF-5 performs better
than LPF-1 on VQA-CP v2. This indicates that
reducing the learning from frequent samples is a
dataset-specific solution to VQA-CP v2 and hurts
the true reasoning ability and robustness.

5.3 Exploration on Shortcut Learning

Positive Correlation between Imbalanced De-
gree and OOD testing difficulty. We measure
the imbalanced degrees of the training data for var-

strategy a b c

UpDn 47.08 46.96 46.80
+SSL 47.32+0.24 47.22+0.26 45.62−1.18

LXMERT 53.97 53.88 53.88
mean 49.46 49.35 48.76

Table 4: The results of three model selection strategies
on our OOD sets over four seeds. a/b/c represent using
OOD test/OOD val/IID val sets for model selection.

ious shortcuts as:

EKW =

NKW∑

n=1

ê(Gn
KW ) ∗Rn

KW (8)

where Rn
KW represents the percentage of the sam-

ples of nth group for KW in the entire training data.
The lower EKW is, the more imbalanced will the
training data for the shortcut KW be. From Fig.
6, we find that as the training data for a shortcut
is more balanced, models perform better on the
corresponding OOD test set.

The Effect of Model Selection Strategies. From
Tab. 4, we find that the OOD performance always
reaches the best when using the OOD test set for
model selection, which is a subtle form of adap-
tive overfitting (Teney et al., 2020b). The model
selected by OOD val sets9 nearly catches up with
ones selected by OOD test sets, because it also vio-
lates the criterion that the OOD distribution should
be unknown until the evaluation.

By contrast, the models selected by IID set per-
form relatively poorer. Especially, only the use of
OOD test/val set for model selection, can SSL out-
perform its backbone model UpDn on OOD test
set. This shows SSL is not so robust and confirms
the inflated performance of SSL comes from the
adaptive overfitting.

The Effect of Increasing Proportion Shortcut
Samples. We regard the samples in head splits
as the shortcut samples because they dominate
the model training. The metrics acc-tail and acc-
head Kervadec et al. (2021), i.e., the accuracy on
the tail (OOD) split and the head splits, are suit-
able for VQA-VS and are used for better quanti-
tative analysing how the shortcut samples affect
the model performance. For each shortcut, we
blend the head (shortcut) samples with tail sam-
ples, and change the proportion of shortcut sam-

9The OOD val sets are built by splitting the original val set
following Sec. 3.4.
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Figure 7: The acc-tail and acc-head of UpDn which is
trained with varying proportions of the corresponding
shortcut samples.

ples while keeping the total number of training sets
unchanged.

From Fig. 7, we find that acc-tail of all shortcuts
drops substantially with the increase of shortcut
samples for training, which shows that a high pro-
portion of shortcut samples in training limits the
model’s OOD ability. By contrast, the acc-head
of model improves rapidly, and tends to be stable
when only 30% of training data are shortcut sam-
ples (70 % tail samples), which shows the shortcut
information is more easily to learn and learning
from the tail samples is also helpful to answer the
shortcut samples correctly.

6 Conclusion

To solve the single-shortcut problem and three is-
sues in the use of current OOD benchmark VQA-
CP v2, we construct and publish a new OOD bench-
mark VQA-VS including nine OOD test sets cor-
responding to varying shortcuts. Compared with
VQA-CP v2, VQA-VS can provide a more reliable
and comprehensive testbed for the reasoning abil-
ity of debiasing methods. Based on VQA-VS, we
benchmark the recent VQA models to conduct a
systematical study on the various shortcuts.

7 Limitations

First, as shown in Fig. 5, the varying shortcuts
are slightly interdependent. Therefore, when we
analyze a particular shortcut, the impact of other
shortcuts cannot be completely excluded. Neverthe-
less, the different emphases of various shortcuts are
still helpful for studying shortcut learning. Second,
limited by the given image annotations, the visual-
based concepts are not rich and specific enough.
Third, though the shortcut-specific concepts, deter-
mined by the mutual-information methods, have a
good quality overall, they still bring non-negligible
error compared with the human annotations. Nev-
ertheless, the process moves the varying-shortcut

evaluation forwards, which was blocked by expen-
sive and laborious manual annotations.
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A More Background

A.1 Shortcut Learning

Shortcuts are decision rules depending on unin-
tended cues which are easier to be learned (namely
"Principle of Least Effort" (Zipf, 2016)) by learn-
ing system. Although deep learning models reach
superficially successes in different fields, they usu-
ally fail under circumstances which are slightly dif-
ferent from training circumstances (Geirhos et al.,
2020). This problem seriously blocks the practi-
cal landing of methods from the lab to the com-
plex and diverse real-word applications. Shortcut
learning also excites a series of mathematical con-
cepts such as anti-causal learning (Schölkopf et al.,
2012), the Clever Hans effect (Pfungst, 1911) and
et al. (Bickel et al., 2009; Torralba and Efros, 2011).
In VQA field, the widely investigated language
bias problem is a symptom of the shortcut learning
(Geirhos et al., 2020).

A.2 OOD Benchmarks in VQA

Teney et al. (2020b) point out three important direc-
tions of future VQA benchmarks to better evaluate
generalization beyond the shortcuts of a certain
dataset. First, varying types of distribution shifts
should be introduced to the datasets. Second, adopt-
ing the multi-dimensional metric is more advanta-
geous to analyze the ability of models than simply
using the overall accuracy. Third, counterfactual
examples may help to probe the decision bound-
aries of the causal models. The third point is not
suitable for the traditional correlation-based VQA
models, which is not our focus.

The recent works (Kervadec et al., 2021;
Dancette et al., 2021) mainly take a step further
on the second direction. GQA-OOD (Kervadec
et al., 2021) argues that the rare samples (which
lie on the tail of certain answer distribution) are
the OOD samples, and are more suited to evalu-
ate the VQA reasoning ability beyond shortcuts.
Accordingly, they propose a new distribution shift
fashion to achieve the OOD setting. They collect
the rare samples in the original dataset to consti-
tute the tail set (a.k.a. OOD set). Meanwhile, the
frequent samples (which lie on the head of the an-
swer distribution) are grouped together as the head
set. The model’s accuracy on the OOD set and the
head set, namely acc-tail and acc-head, can be re-
ferred to for better analyzing the extent to which a
model relies on reasoning and shortcuts. However,
GQA-OOD is created based on the GQA dataset
(Hudson and Manning, 2019) of which the ques-
tions are generated automatically with a synthetic
syntax rather than the natural language. This may
lead the models trained from GQA-OOD do not fit
the real scene.

Recently, VQA-CE (Dancette et al., 2021) ver-
ifies the existence of multi-modality shortcuts in
VQA-CP v2, and mines the predictive rules from
the co-occurrences of multi-modality elements to
simulate the shortcuts. Then VQA-CE collects the
samples which are not correctly answered by the
rules to build a more difficult subset. The model’s
accuracy on this subset is used as a new OOD met-
ric for evaluating the model’s ability of overcoming
shortcuts. However, VQA-CE constructs the distri-
bution shift in a deliberate way of manual selection,
which can be viewed as an extreme case of OOD
settings and may be contrary to the reality.

Both of above benchmarks fail to make improve-
ments on the first direction, i.e., they did not in-
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Methods Venue Issue 1 Issue 2 Issue 3

Ensemble-based Methods:
AdvReg (Ramakrishnan et al., 2018) NeurIPS % % %

GRL (Grand and Belinkov, 2019) NAACL % " %

DecompLR (Jing et al., 2020) AAAI % % %

RUBi (Cadene et al., 2019) NeurIPS % % %

LMH (Clark et al., 2019) EMNLP % % %

CF-VQA (Niu et al., 2021) CVPR % % %

LPF (Liang et al., 2021) SIGIR % % %
Data-augmentation Methods:

SSL (Zhu et al., 2020) IJCAI % % %

CSS+LMH (Chen et al., 2020) CVPR % % %

MUTANT (Gokhale et al., 2020) EMNLP % % %

CSS+LMH+CL (Liang et al., 2020) EMNLP % % %
Other Methods:

GVQA (Belinkov et al., 2019) CVPR % % %

HINT (Selvaraju et al., 2019) ICCV " % %

SCR (Wu and Mooney, 2019) NeurIPS " % %

Unshuffling (Teney et al., 2020a) ICCV % " "

SAR+LMH (Si et al., 2021) ACL % % %

Table 5: Collection of the VQA debiasing methods and
their issues.%denotes the method suffer from the issues
while"indicates the opposite.

troduce varying types of distribution shifts relat-
ing to different shortcuts. GQA-OOD only con-
siders the shortcut based on the question-related
concepts, and VQA-CE only considers the short-
cut based on the cross-modal elements. Compared
with these benchmarks, we introduce varying short-
cuts to VQA-VS motivated by the first direction,
and we also follow (Kervadec et al., 2021) to use
the metric of acc-head and acc-tail to better analyze
the models’ abilities under multiple OOD settings.
Therefore, VQA-VS integrates the advantages of
both directions and makes the first systematic ex-
ploration on multiple shortcuts in VQA.

A.3 Debiasing Methods Suffering from Issues

As VQA-CP v2 has become a widely-used OOD
benchmark in VQA community, increasing re-
searchers tend to design debiasing methods specifc
to this benchmark of which the use suffers from
three problematical issues (Teney et al., 2020b).
We build up a collection of the effective debiasing
methods designed for VQA-CP v2 and list their
main issues, as shown in Tab. 5. The existing meth-
ods for VQA-CP v2 contain ensemble-based meth-
ods, data-augmentation methods and other meth-
ods.

In VQA-CP v2, the answer distributions under
the sampe question type are almost inverse between
training and test (issue 1). This known construction
of the OOD split can be easily exploited by varying
debiasing methods. They often directly output the
inverting answers of the frequent training answers.
For example, they answer mostly "yes" when "no"

is the frequent training answer under the same ques-
tion type. To achieve this, ensemble-based meth-
ods (Ramakrishnan et al., 2018; Grand and Be-
linkov, 2019; Belinkov et al., 2019; Cadene et al.,
2019; Clark et al., 2019; Mahabadi and Henderson,
2019; Niu et al., 2021; Liang et al., 2021) are de-
signed carefully to prevent models from learning
the frequent training samples. They usually apply
a biased model to capture the frequent samples for
the specific QT shortcut, which is known or sim-
ulated in advance. Data-augmentation methods
(Zhu et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2020; Chen et al.,
2020; Gokhale et al., 2020) balance the answers’
distribution of training data. That is, they explicitly
change the known construction of the distribution
shifts in VQA-CP v2 and benefit a lot. Some of the
other methods (Shrestha et al., 2020; Selvaraju
et al., 2019; Wu and Mooney, 2019) use a regu-
larization scheme or task to restrains models from
fitting well the training set (even performing poor
on training set).

Moreover, to overcome the known shortcut
(from question type to answer), many existing
methods (Si et al., 2021; Clark et al., 2019; Jing
et al., 2020; Gokhale et al., 2020) for VQA-CP
v2 purposely use the annotation of question type
to make dataset-specific designs (issue 1). There-
fore, it would be difficult for such methods to work
when the shortcuts are unknown or multiple. To
avoid being cheated by them, our benchmark con-
structs varying types of distribution shifts based
on different shortcuts so that the dataset-specific
methods can not generalize to all OOD test sets
simultaneously (Fig. 1(a)).

As VQA-CP v2 has no official validation set,
nearly all methods directly use the test set for model
selection (issue 2). To compare with the IID perfor-
mance, existing methods extend the experiments
on VQA v2. Due to the splits of VQA-CP v2 and
VQA v2 (refer to App. A.4), related works have to
retrain the models for IID performance on VQA v2
(issue 3).

A.4 Splits of VQA-CP v2 and VQA v2

VQA v2 contains training set, validation set and
test set. However, the test set is not released to
the public, and most related works directly use the
accuracy of the validation set to represent the IID
performance. To develop robust VQA, VQA-CP v2
is constructed by re-splitting the VQA v2 training
and validation sets into new training and test sets
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Figure 8: The answers’ distributions of the training,
val and IID test sets under the QT group "what sport
is" and KW group "sky". Train, val and IID test share
the same abscissa, which represents the sorted answer
list according to the number of training samples. The
ordinate represents the proportion of samples under the
given group.

where a distribution shift is introduced. VQA-CP
v2 has been the most wisely-used benchmark for
assessing the ability to overcome shortcut. Never-
theless, it contains no validation set which can be
used for model selecting, thus the issue 2 occurred.
Moreover, the training set of VQA-CP v2 inter-
sects with the validation sets of VQA v2, therefore
we have to retrain the models on the VQA v2 to
evaluate IID performance (issue 3).

B More Details of the Proposed
Benchmark

B.1 Visualization of IID Val/Test Distribution

For each group (e.g., the KW group "key"), we
sort the answers in training set according to the
number of their corresponding samples, and apply
the sorted answer list as the shared abscissa of train,
IID test and val distributions. As shown in Fig. 8,
the answers of validation and test sets under the
same group basically follow the same distribution
as the training set. Note that the fluctuation in the
val distributions is sharp, because the number of
samples in val set is relatively small.

B.2 More Examples with Shortcut-specific
Concepts

As shown in Fig. 9, we can find that: 1) the se-
lected KW and KO concepts always contain the
important information from the question and im-
age, e.g., the key word "kitchen" and the key object

Who is holding the skateboard?

Are the window blinds open or closed?

shortcut types shortcut-specific concepts

(c)

(d)

Is there a fire in the kitchen? 

(e)

Figure 9: More examples which are labeled with nine
shortcut-specific concepts.

"sink" in Fig. 9 (e). This attests the effectiveness of
the mutual-information based method for selecting
KW and KO concepts. 2) The language-based con-
cepts and visual-based concepts have different em-
phases. As shown in Fig. 9 (d), the KWP concept
"closed+open" is more abstract and the KOP con-
cept "bed+laptop" is concrete. This shows the ne-
cessity of considering multiple-shortcut concepts.

B.3 Selection of KO/KOP/QT+KO-specific
Concepts

KO: All objects (81 kinds of objects in total) appear
in the images are provided in the VQA v2 annota-
tion. Similar to the procedure of determining the
KW concept, we compute the mutual information
of the answer a and each object o ∈ v in the image
as:

MI(o, a) = log
f(o, a)

f(o) ∗ f(a)/K (9)

Then, we select the object with the highest value
of mutual information as the KO concept. We can
always pick out the most conspicuous object in a
image (as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 9).

KOP: We put two objects with the top two mu-
tual information in a image together in a sequence
to represent the KOP concept for the given sample.

QT+KO: Similar with the QT+KW, we combine
the QT concept and the KO concept of each sample
as its QT+KO concept. As shown in Fig. 3 (a) and
(b), in practice, the model relying on the QT+KO
shortcut would output wrong answers for the two
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Figure 10: Comparison between the distributions of the
training set and the OOD test set for each shortcut (left).
The visualization of the process of selecting the OOD
samples (right). The abscissa represents (sorted) differ-
ent answers, and the ordinate represents the number of
samples with the same answer.

given samples, because the QT+KO concepts of
these samples conflict with the intentions of the
questions.

B.4 Imbalance Nature of Datasets for
Shortcut Learning in VQA

Existing researches of shortcut learning in VQA fo-
cus on the context of imbalanced nature of dataset
(Kervadec et al., 2021), because shortcuts are
formed by the frequent co-occurrence between the
concepts and the answers. In the process of looking
the imbalanced groups for the shortcut-specific con-
cepts, one natural question is about the existence
of the imbalanced groups. Since the rare/OOD

samples only exist in the imbalanced groups, we
can always construct the OOD test set if there are
imbalanced groups. In the extreme case where all
the groups are balanced for a hypothetical short-
cut, we consider this shortcut does not exist in the
dataset and there is also no need to construct the
corresponding OOD test set. In this paper, we
successfully select the imbalanced groups for the
proposed nine shortcuts.

B.5 Visualization of OOD Test Distributions

As shown in Fig. 10, for each shortcut, the answers’
distributions under the same concept of the training
and the OOD test set are different significantly.
The right part of Fig. 10 shows the process of
selecting OOD samples, and we can always select
the tail samples out from different distributions
with an appropriate proportion. That is when the
answer distribution is more imbalanced (e.g., KO
distribution), the tail part we select is longer and
vice versa (e.g., KWP distribution).

C More Details of Baselines And
Experimental Settings

LMH (Clark et al., 2019) is a classic ensemble-
based method and it is widely used as an essen-
tial component by many data-augmentation SoTAs
(Si et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2020; Liang et al.,
2020). This method uses a biased model to capture
the dependency on question type biases. The sam-
ples which can be answer correctly by the biased
model are assigned less importance during training.
In practice, LMH directly uses the answers’ fre-
quency under each question type as the prediction
of the biased model. For the variants LMH-L and
LMH-V, we train a same-architecture model with
the language-branch-only and visual-branch-only
data respectively and use them offline as the biased
models.

The data-augmentation SoTAs, (Chen et al.,
2020; Gokhale et al., 2020) massively increase the
training data. For example, Mutant (Gokhale et al.,
2020) generates and labels new samples by seman-
tic image mutations automatically. They have not
been discussed in the paper, because they explicitly
change training distributions, which goes against
the original intention of our benchmark. Different
from them, SSL (Zhu et al., 2020) utilizes the mis-
matched image-text pair to balance data without
labeling new VQA samples. Therefore, we choose
SSL as a representative of data-augmentation meth-
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ods to conduct experiments.
For a fair comparison, we apply the same way

of data processing for all baselines, and employ
the codes10 released by their papers. Following
existing works, we trim or padded all questions to
14 words, and encode each image into 36 2048-
dimensional feature embeddings extracted by the
Faster R-CNN (Ren et al., 2015) for 36 objects. We
initialize the question word with the Glove (Pen-
nington et al., 2014) embedding for UpDn, BAN,
LMH and SSL. For the exploration on shortcut
learning (Sec. 5.3), when conducting experiments
to investigate the impact of various factors, we
directly report the results of the models selected
by OOD test sets to eliminate the interference of
model selection. In the practice of model selec-
tion, we evaluate the average accuracy of all OOD
test/OOD val/IID val sets of the model saved af-
ter each epoch during training, and we select the
model with the top performance on OOD test/OOD
val/IID val sets to evaluate on test sets.

10LMH:github.com/chrisc36/debias
RUBi:https://github.com/cdancette/rubi.bootstrap.pytorch
LPF:https://github.com/jokieleung/LPF-VQA
SSL:https://github.com/CrossmodalGroup/SSL-VQA
LXMERT:https://huggingface.co/unc-nlp/lxmert-base-
uncased
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